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RACER EVRR succeeds in Las Vegas in KZ2 category
Our Racing Team obtains a stunning first and second step of the podium in the master class, KZ2 category,
on the occasion of the XIV edition of the SuperNational in Las Vegas.
Marco Ardigò and Rick Dreezen ended up this very important American event inaugurating the debut of the
Racer EVRR with an excellent victory.
For the Vortex RVXX engines the full confirmation has arrived at the end of a season full of satisfaction, where the only
thing missing was the real success in the category with the gear.Very good results of our partner teams, too, winning in
the Tag Junior with Richard Vieira, in the Tag Master with the podium of Harwin and in the Tag Cadet with Thompson.
The whole weekend was featured by high temperatures and strong wind that cleared the circuit realized inside the
parking area of the Rio Hotel of Las Vegas.
Our drivers’ race was regular and always at the top, except for the second qualifying round, when both Ardigò and
Dreezen got a late time. Despite this, Ardigò signed up the best lap with 40.287.
The very final saw two fundamental moments, with our drivers competing in the very first positions against Phuakka,
Carlton and Abbasse.
Ardigò and Dreezen got the better of on their rivals, with a positive gap allowing them to easily cross the line with a first
and second position.
Ardigò ended up with an advantage of more than a second on the other Tony Kart-Vortex of his team partner Dreezen.
This is a double satisfactory success for our team, since it was obtained, as said before, with the new Racer EVRR, a
more and more competitive and advanced chassis, in any situation and category.
RESULTS AT: http://www.superkartsusa.com/results.html
Giacomo Aliprandi – Team Manager of Tony Kart Racing Team
“it undoubtedly is a good result obtained in an important competition. We’ve been working on the KZ category since the
whole season and it is thanks to very good performances that we’ve been close to the success a lot of times. We signed
the win in the Super National with the most advanced model, the Racer EVRR. A good strategy to introduce this chassis
within others”.
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